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Key Points
• A stakeholder is a person, group or organization that has interest or 

concern in another organization. Stakeholders can affect or be affected 
by the organization’s actions objectives and policies. 

• In the context of airline route development, the major stakeholders to 
consider are the airlines; the airports; and the local region/tourism 
destination authorities ideally related to a Destination Development 
Management & Marketing Organization (DDMMO).

• This presentation aims at:
▫ creating a framework to develop competitive business advantages for all 

destination partners;
▫ building partnerships to limit risks for airlines and tourism authorities;
▫ driving growth for airlines through partnerships and agreements; 
▫ outlining the branding and social media strategy of each party and its role 

at the negotiating table.



Basic Principles of Stakeholder Theory

Source: Mitchell et al. (1997)



Route Development: 3+1 Generations (1/2)

• First Generation: simplicity but limited efficiency
▫ airlines and airports operating as government agencies; business environment highly restrictive

▫ routes justified primarily on political rather than economic grounds; local authorities lobbying 
governments to secure improved accessibility;

▫ limited interaction at an international level.

• Second Generation: airline economics in the foreground
▫ airlines as private entities develop hub & spoke and/or point-to-point networks based on solid 

economic rationale;

▫ state-owned airports implicitly also representing local authorities enter into reactive discussions with 
airlines;

▫ international services to multiple destinations raise level of interaction.

• Third Generation: airport economics in the foreground
▫ proactive airports as highly commercialized and/or privatized entities negotiate directly with airlines 

to secure mutually profitable route development and the establishment of hubs and/or bases –
standard supply chain synergies and conflict emerge;

▫ often reactive local regional/tourism authorities are approached by airlines and airports to secure 
aid or at least support  for new routes in exchange for increased tourism flows;

▫ interaction at global and local levels.



Route Development: 3+1 Generations (2/2)
• Emerging Generation: Rising Complexity and the Need for Risk and Return 

Sharing

• Battered by rising budget deficits and previously ineffective aid often 
deemed as illegal, local tourism authorities become more proactive 
seeking real added value when asked to support airlines and airports

• Incentive misalignment becomes clearer
– airlines and airports are interested in both incoming and outbound point-

to-point and network traffic, while local tourism authorities are only 
interested in inbound traffic; 

– local tourism authorities may become suspicious of airport cities 
developing rival commercial activities outside the formers’ tax and 
administration jurisdiction.

– local tourism authorities and airlines care much more about the socio-
demographic profile of tourists/passengers compared to airports whose 
passenger-related aeronautical revenue is based solely on scale

• Route development can only prove sustainable if it results in a triple-win 
situation; to achieve so, however, related risks should be properly 
understood and possibly shared by all involved parties and compensated 
by appropriate returns



• Asset Specificity: Sunk Costs and Non-Transferability
▫ location, function and user (class and individual)

▫ emphasis on labour skills, capital and equipment

• Traffic Dependency and Lack of Diversification
▫ temporal (seasonality)

▫ spatial (cities and countries generating traffic flows)

▫ user (number and profile of partners at each level of the supply chain)

• Stochasticity and Unpredictability
▫ external: macro and micro PESTEL business environment including the political 

cycle of local governance

▫ internal: frequency of encounters with users and their behaviour plays a major 
role

• At a strategic level, user specificity, dependency and stochasticity should be 
explicitly acknowledged and either actively reduced or appropriately 
compensated.  Sadly, to hedge against user risks all three parties often fall in 
irreversible fallacies…

Risks Asking for Fair(?) Returns



The Three Fallacies to Consider (1/3)
• Increase the Scale of Infrastructure to Improve Competitive Position and 

Reduce Dependency by Rising User Numbers and Enhanced Re-Profiling

• Emerging Risk: Increased Locational/Functional Specificity leading to 
White Elephants and Escalation of Commitment



The Three Fallacies to Consider (2/3)
• Outbid your Competitors to Secure a Strategic Partner

• Emerging Risk: Increased User Specificity and Dependency leading to 
the Winner’s Curse



The Three Fallacies to Consider (3/3)

• Everybody will Contribute to the Joint Effort

• Emerging Risk: Free Riding and Coordination Failure



Conditions to Overcome the Impasse

• An airport may accept reduced aeronautical revenue if compensated by:
• a rise in non-aeronautical revenue; and

• partial financing of its infrastructure by the other two stakeholders

• An airline may accept reduced advertising income from the local tourism 
authority if:
• the authority commits to improve the brand name of the destination; and

• the airport agrees to fix reduced charges over a long period of time

• A tourism authority may accept tax concessions and provide other 
services to the partnering airline and airport if:
• its overall promotional budget is reduced; and/or

• not funnelled exclusively to the other two involved stakeholders.



Co-creating Athens Brand Identity: The Athens 
Tourism Partnership

ADDMA, Aegean Airlines, AIA
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Pre-Travel During-Travel Post-Travel

• Explore destination
• Share information
• Comment and discuss

• Seek information 
• Share real time experiences
• Communicate and engage

• Share stories, photos etc.
• Write recommendation and reviews
• Communicate with other visitors

Communicate stories about 
the destination (logos, 
photos, videos etc.)Social Media

Monitor current visitors’ perception 
and needs and predict future trends
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Generate brand stories by 
sharing information, photos, 
videos etc.

C2C and B2C conversation takes 
place

time
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Destination Brand Identity

Brand Stories are 
interrelated



Measuring the Marketing Campaign’s Results

• Destination Awareness

• Intention to visit

• Incremental Spending

• Return On Investment

Participatory 
Observation



Research Questionnaire
• Destination Awareness (prompted and unprompted)

– Thinking about a city break, which cities come into your mind?
– Which of the following city-break destinations are you aware of?

• Campaign awareness (prompted)
– Do you recall seeing the advert?

• Perception (emotional proximity)
– How did the digital advert for Athens make you feel?

• Advert influence-Intention to visit
– Thinking about the advert, how would you describe its 

influence over your decision/plans to visit Athens?

• Additionality (extending stay, additional visits)

• Average spending per person per night

Incremental 
Spending/
Return on 
Investment



Summary and Conclusions

• The airline – airport – tourism destination relationship can 
prove a “triple win” if the three stakeholders understand 
their structural interdependency and common future.

• Still, risk sharing is a major issue to consider in this case 
given the inherent differences in the nature and time 
horizon of the investments in question.

• Skillful and enlightened negotiators are required to build 
trust on rational terms thus making the business 
relationship evolving from transactional to relational and 
even possibly transformational.
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